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READING PART 6: OPEN CLOZE GAPS FILL. FILL IN THE GAPS WITH
ONE WORD

Picking a language school
You are all studying English, right? I imagine it was difficult to
choose a language school ______ to the huge amount of options
available. It can be difficult to decide ______ you want a native
teacher or not, whether you want to study online or in a language
school. I think the ______ important thing to do is to make a list of
your priorities, such as how long you want to study for and the
reason behind your decision to study. ______ example, if you
want to score extra points on a state entrance exam, you are
probably looking for ______ fastest and most efficient way to do
it. In this care, learning online might be the best, however, if you
are learning from zero and you need to build your knowledge of
the basics, you should definitely sign up for ______ language
course with an experienced teacher.
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Answers:

Picking a language school (Unit 6)
You are all studying English, right? I imagine it was difficult to
choose a language school due to the huge amount of options
available. It can be difficult to decide if you want a native teacher
or not, whether you want to study online or in a language school. I
think the most important thing to do is to make a list of your
priorities, such as how long you want to study for and the reason
behind your decision to study. For example, if you want to score
extra points on a state entrance exam, you are probably looking
for the fastest and most efficient way to do it. In this care, learning
online might be the best, however, if you are learning from zero
and you need to build your knowledge of the basics, you should
definitely sign up for a language course with an experienced
teacher.
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